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Learning objectives
Knowledge and understanding
Provide basic knowledge on the actual labour market law and employee contracts law.
Applying knowledge and understanding
Develop the approaches and methodologies of juridical analysis ok labour market, and rules interpretation and
application techniques

Contents
The employment relationship management is a crucial issue for management and services design, particularly in
connection with labour legislation and the relevant costs. The course aims to provide the market regulation
knowledge in a legal perspective, adopting also a case law approach.

Detailed program
The programme includes the analysis of market regulation and employment relationship principles. The aim is to
supply awareness about legal issues and regulation techniques of the labour market (especially: EU legislation,
national legislation, collective bargaining agreements). A case-law methodology will be adopted to deepen a

practical perspective on public and private services, with a particular focus on management and the relevant costs.
The following main topics will be analysed.
- Labour law evolution towards flexibility models: historical and political elements; national legal system and
European legislation relationships; recent labour market reforms.
- Employment market rules: external (during the hiring phase) and internal flexibility; forms of employment
relationship (non-fixed term contract, agency contract, part-time contract, apprenticeship contract, internship).
Employment contract and independent contract. Work based on digital platform.
- Collective bargaining: role and consequences in term of cost regulation within market of services.
- External flexibility: contract termination, redundancies, outsourching, transfer of undertaking.
- Outsourching of services and procurement: employment protection and stability. The peculiarity on public
procurement regulation.

Prerequisites
Good capacity in learning, writing and speaking, together with a general legal knowledge.

Teaching methods
Lectures, cases discussion in class and individual or group researches.

Assessment methods
Students who attend the course will take the examination through procedures arranged along the course,
comprehensive of written examinations, working papers and a final oral examination.
Students who do not attend the course will take an oral examination.

Textbooks and Reading Materials
Students without previous experience of labour and employment law studies are requested to refer to an updated
textbook on these topics (such as R. Del Punta, Diritto del lavoro, VIII edition, 2018 or 2017, chapters: Sez. prima,
I, II, IV, V, VI; Sez. seconda, I, II, III; Sez. terza; Sez. quarta; Sez. quinta, I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, XI; Sez.
sesta).
For attending students, publications, papers and judicial decisions will be examined during the classes and they will
be objects of the final examination.

Non-attending students are requested to contact the professor by e-mail (franco.scarpelli@unimib.it) for further and
more detailed information.
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